
CANDIDATE FOR THE 64TH REGIONAL SADRANIT EDEN
SPIELMAN

Vision Statement: I envision NSR in prosperity. I believe convention weekends should be
filled with adrenaline, laughter, and meaningful programs. My plan is to always be prepared
for any situation at convention. As your Sadranit, I will work closely with both the steering
team and my AZA co to make sure each program is well thought out while incorporating
new concepts to keep each convention engaging. A successful convention involves inspired
members and excited leaders. I have several ideas to bring all of these components
together to create a perfect convention. A few of these ideas include roommate surveys,
post convention feedback, and polls to help the steering team run the most beneficial
programs. The only way to grow and improve is through the use of constructive criticism
from the region, which is why I feel post convention surveys will benefit me; anonymous
feedback on what worked well will provide necessary insight for my counterpart and me for
future events. A roommate survey will help me put pairings together that would complement
one another. If I am your Regional Sadranit, I promise to plan, prepare, and oversee the
best conventions for NSR! Tell us about yourself: I see myself as a dedicated and
hardworking individual. I have perfected the use of essential time management by
balancing several aspects of my daily life. I pride myself on advocating for my own needs
and plan to do the same on behalf of NSR. I have always been a natural leader because I
possess some defining qualities including my unlimited capabilities and undying motivation
to strive for greatness in all I do. My immense experience with taking charge of large groups
makes me an excellent candidate for the 64th Regional Sadranit! Why are you running for
this position?: I am running because I strongly believe I am the best candidate for the
position. I hold crucial leadership skills; my high spirit and intense energy will keep positivity
radiating throughout all of convention. Convention always has been my favorite weekend in
the entire programming year and I want to provide that same feeling for all of NSR. I built
some of the most long lasting friendships with insanely meaningful experiences and I aspire
to make convention even better! What makes you a strong leader?: I am a strong leader
because I pour my heart and soul into everything I do. My experience on chapter board this
past term has given me skills to work with all kinds of people and find a compromise of all
ideas for programming any event. I always plan ahead and work in a timely manner. I have
a love for seeking new opportunities. I will keep the region’s best interest at heart. I am a
role model for the girls in my chapter and feel I could serve as one for all of the BBGs. What
will you contribute to NSR’s next term?: If elected to serve, I will plan two dynamic and
memorable conventions and be an active board member on the regional board, and for my
focus chapter. I will continue to open new leadership roles for all members. With me as your
Sadranit, I promise to put my best effort into all things convention and keep NSR’s
flourishing success as my number one goal.


